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ABOUT
Bellano Water Taxi was born from Alessio and Andrea’s passion for navigation and for Lake Como.
Thanks to many years of experience in tourism and passenger transport, Bellano Water Taxi offers
a unique experience to discover the wonders of the lake. Each and every one of the experiences we
offer is based on the values of reliability, safety, and deep knowledge. Every tour, planned either upon
request or privately, provides a new craft with a captain and all the comforts needed.

THE BOAT
Comfort, design and versatility: “Agata” is a Venetian taxi like no other. Spacious and inhabitable, able
to transport up to 12 people, it’s the perfect solution for families, groups, or couples sightseeing tours.
The mahogany interiors and the cream color Chester sofas guarantee elegance and comfort for any
occasion. It’s equipped with WiFi, an audio system, heating, and a minibar to make your experience
one of a kind.
Thanks to the glass paneled panoramic rooftop with the sliding back door, the view it’s guaranteed and
you will be able to peacefully enjoy the beauties of the lake, even in bad weather conditions.

CLASSIC TOURS
THE GEMS OF THE LAKE TOUR

A ring route that will allow you to admire some of the most beautiful and famous villages, also known
as “the gems of the lake” : Varenna, colorful and romantic, Bellagio, the most famous village of the lake,
Menaggio, with its Belle Époque elements, and lastly Tremezzo, one of the richest baroque villages of Italy.
Duration: 1h with no stops | Price € 180,00

HISTORICAL VILLAS TOUR

Lake Como is famous for its rich presence of historic villas on his shores, an historic, cultural, and
botanical heritage. This tour will allow you to discover some of the most beautiful and famous villas:
• Villa Monastero (Varenna), with its House-Museum narrates the history of four centuries.
• Villa Melzi (Bellagio) declared a national monument.
• Villa del Balbianello (Lenno), one of a kind, also a cinematographic location.
• Villa La Cassinella (Lenno), the most exclusive and mysterious one, is reachable only by boat.
• Villa Carlotta (Tremezzo), famous for its botanic gardens and the art collections.
Duration: 2h with no stops | Price € 350,00

GEORGE CLOONEY TOUR

The charm of Lake Como captures everyone, even Hollywood celebrities, George Clooney knows
that well, he has indeed bought the eighteenth-century Villa L’Oleandra. Be amazed by the most
wonderful villages of the west shore, such as Tremezzo, Lenno, Laglio, and their historical villas.
And maybe with a little luck you will spot George...
Duration: 3h with a stop at the Bar Isola Comacina (optional) | Price € 520,00

BOLLICINE TOUR

A moment of relax, a glass of Prosecco in one hand, and spectacular views of the east shore of the
lake. Starting from Bellano we sail until the romantic and distinctive village of Varenna, where you will
be able to visit the famous villas overlooking the lake: Villa Cipressi and Villa Monastero.
Duration: 1h | Price € 180,00 + € 15,00 per person for the happy hour

THE LAKE WONDERS TOUR

Discover the Como shore of the lake, admiring its artistic and cultural wonders. The first stop of the
tour is Menaggio, then it continues to Tremezzo, moving along the beautiful villas overlooking the
water (Villa d’Este, Villa Erba, Villa Olmo, etc.) to finally get to Como, with the chance to visit the city.
On the way back you walk along the opposite shore with views of the characteristic villages of Blevio,
Torno, Faggeto Lario and the unmissable Orrido di Nesso, to finally reach Bellagio or Varenna.
Duration: 4h | Price € 680,00
The above price is for the boat, not for each passenger.

Probably the best boat ride on Lake Como you can do.
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SERVICES
A unique an private moment, a special event to share with friends, un unforgettable holiday with your
family, a moment of relax with clients or colleagues, a planned photo shooting or a customized tour to
fulfill your wishes, Agata is the right solution for all of this.
With Bellano Water Taxi all of this is possible!
• Max. capacity of 12 passengers

• Aft sundeck with ladder for swimming

• Recreational boat rent

• Cab heating

• Insurance of passengers included

• Audio system with microphone

• Safety equipment

• Minibar

• Welcome water bottle

• WiFi

• Happy hour on board

• USB sockets

• Special activities

• Payment by cash/credit cards/Paypal

• Pet-friendly (only for private tour)

• We speak: italian/english

• No smoking

To better plan your experience, for the booking is needed a 48 hours notice.
The departure point of the tour can be from any jetty, private or public, upon request.

CUSTOMIZED TOUR
We plan private and customized tours based on the client’s requests.
The boat can fit 1 to 12 people.

PRICES*
1 h of navigation 				€ 180,00
2 h of navigation 				€ 350,00
3 h of navigation 				€ 520,00
4 h of navigation 				€ 680,00
5 h of navigation 				€ 840,00
6 h of navigation 				€ 990,00
7 h of navigation 				€ 1135,00
8 h of navigation 				€ 1280,00

ADDITIONAL SERVICES*
Stop for touristic visit/break		

€ 90,00 per hour

Happy hour on board			

on request

Nightime increase 			

15%

(from 8 pm to 8 am)

*All prices are VAT INCLUDED.
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ENJOY THE LAKE OF COMO
GERA LARIO

With Bellano Water Taxi you
can discover the lake and its
beauties starting from the
place you prefer.

DOMASO

COLICO
PIONA

DERVIO

BELLANO
MENAGGIO

VARENNA

THE GEMS OF THE LAKE TOUR
TREMEZZINA
BELLAGIO

HISTORICAL VILLAS TOUR

LENNO

GEORGE CLOONEY TOUR

THE LAKE WONDERS TOUR

MANDELLO DEL LARIO

LAGLIO

LECCO
CERNOBBIO

COMO

RESERVATION
Via alla Valle Masna, 1 - 23828 Perledo (LC)
VAT IT03809930138
Andrea + 39 349 2326431
Alessio +39 349 8465020
info@bellanowatertaxi.it
www.bellanowatertaxi.it
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